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divine







Welcome To  
The Amber Rose Tea Company

Your window to the world of sumptuous teas

Are you ready to inspire your guests by taking them to heights 

only an Amber Rose Tea can take your senses to?

We have developed our beautiful range of exclusive high luxury teas to cater for the most  

discerning of palates. Our master blenders have curated a collection containing the most  

distinguished teas blended with the finest fruits, herbs, flowers and even 23crt gold to deliver a 

taste and tea taking experience that can’t be rivalled. Tea is the pinnacle of all things British so  

why not delight your consumers with the sophistication of an Amber Rose Afternoon Tea and  

empower them to define their divine.





PINK ROSE COLLECTION 
The Classic Collection

The highest quality and outstanding in its kind a  
discerning collection of Single Estate Teas and exclusive 
blends sourced from some of the world’s leading tea  
gardens. Selected by our tea experts for their superior  
quality leaf and exceptional flavours. Featuring our Classic 
Royal English Breakfast, Royal Earl Grey and 1st and 2nd 
Flush Darjeeling from the designer gardens of Jungpana  
and Goomtee. 

AMBER ROSE COLLECTION
Where the extraordinary have a story 

12 beautiful caddies, 12 bespoke tea blends, individually 
designed with a story to capture the essence and history of 
each tea. Expertly perfected by one of the world’s leading 
Master Tea blenders. Only the finest and extraordinary  
ingredients are worthy of our Signature Collection stamp. 
These wonderful new flavours will elevate your senses for 
a whole new experience. 

WHITE ROSE COLLECTION
Health and Wellness “You Time” teas

You time SPA teas to detox, balance, relax, sooth, cleanse 
or boost your energy. Teas, herbs and botanicals chosen 
for their natural health benefits promoting overall well being. 
Beauty Sleep; Whole Egyptian Chamomile flowers with 
Persian Rose. Tranquillity; De-stressing Herbal Blend. 
Zen - Zesty Cleansing Lemon and Ginger Herbal Blend.

BLACK ROSE COLLECTION
An education in world tea

Oolong form Hawaii? Discover New World teas from the  
volcanic Island of Hawaii and the depths of the Columbian 
hills. Journey from the Americas to Nepal to Thailand  
experiencing rare small batch harvests traditionally produced 
by local artisan growers. Each with their own unique  
characteristics and flavours created by the diversity of their 
individual terrains and climates.

The Amber Rose Designer Tea Collections



23crt Gold Leaf Tea



The Precious Metals Collection Opulent  
luxury, simply extraordinary experiences

Majesty
A velvety smooth black tea inspired by kings, 
riches and jewels, a truly royal gift of luxury. This 
‘Gold Leaf’ tea features dark field Malawi tea selected 
for its superior flavour blended with the highly prized 
China Golden Monkey and Golden Needle Teas. 

Hand laced with opulent 23ct Gold leaf.

White Rose Gold
Finest China White Silver Needle Tea blended with 
delicate Jasmine blossoms and embellished with Pink 
Persian Roses hand-dusted edible 23crt Gold leaf.  
A divine light fragrant cup, perfect to transform a  
special occasion into an opulent occasion. 

Our highly prized showcase Teas are delicately hand blended with 23crt edible Gold leaf.





Tea Service for trade 
For the ultimate consumer experience

Work with us to create a bespoke tea experience for your dining rooms afternoon tea service. From our designer tea menu, we 
will create something truly unique to compliment your establishment and provide your guests with the five-star tea they deserve. 

If you want to attract the top end customers then you need to choose a high luxury tea capable of satisfying their indulgent 
tastes and demand for excellence. 

An Amber Rose Tea is an experience, with rich smells, distinctive colours and one of a kind packaging to compliment the  
superb taste. If you want to give your consumers the best then give them Amber Rose. Fine tea can only be served the finest 

way and we want your staff to feel confident infusing and serving our teas to bring out the best in every cup. To make this  
possible we provide extensive on site training and hold educational sessions in London 

 throughout the year.  
 

Complete your guest experience by adding a selection of our luxury in-room envelope wrapped Tea Sachets. 
We welcome enquiries from luxury retail outlets who want to delight their consumers with an extravagant tea offering.

We supply:

• High-End retail
• Hotels
• Fine dining Restaurants
• Private Members Clubs



 www.theamberroseteacompany.co.uk
talktea@theamberroseteacompany.co.uk   

Tel: +44 1689 880319


